Video Gaming Kit – Specific Things to Know

- Be sure to check the equipment to make sure it works. If not, please notify SAMMIE immediately!

- Don’t store the batteries in the Wii components! It drains them more quickly. Please remember to remove them from the units before boxing the kit.

- Be sure that when you promote this kit you warn patrons that during the time/date of the program it might be louder in the library area in which it will be used. This way you’re being accommodating to those individuals who come to the library and expect it to be a quieter environment.

- As this can be a very physical program depending upon the game being played which may result in adverse risk and/or injury, we advise utilizing a parental release/permission slip so all participants and parents are well informed.

- Check with your local institution to see if they may have an additional unit you could check out to maximize your program.

Programming Ideas

- Video gaming tournaments
- Use it with:
  - the Classic- and Modern-Board Game kits for entertainment during a lock-in.
- May utilize this as a passive program and just have it available for teens to use in-house during the check-out period.